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Resumo 

T. Rodrigues, Rômulo. Aterrissagem Autônoma Baseada em Visão para Mini 

Quadrirrotor. 77 p. Dissertação de mestrado - Escola de Engenharia de São Carlos, 

Universidade de São Paulo, 2017. 

O problema abordado nesse trabalho de mestrado, pouso autônomo de quadricópteros 

baseado em visão, explora dois problemas distintos que têm recebido atenção da comu

nidade científica na última década: estimação de estado e controle do movimento. Em 

particular, para o problema de aterrissagem, a estimação de estado tem como objetivo 

estimar a translação e rotação (pose) do veículo em relação ao local de pouso. De acordo 

com o local do pouso, pode-se dividir os trabalhos em duas classes, nomeadamente basea

dos em alvos ou regiões de forte textura. O presente trabalho foca em soluções baseadas 

em alvos. Dessa forma, para resolver o problema, deve-se encontrar o alvo na imagem 

e estimar a posição da câmera em relação ao mesmo. Para obter a escala, é necessário 

conhecer as dimensões do alvo. O método é complementado com fluxo ótico baseado na 

homografia contínua. O fluxo ótico permite estimar a velocidade do veículo em qualquer 

cenário de forte textura. Os dois métodos e dados inerciais são combinados através do 

Filtro Estendindo de Kalman. O problema de controle do movimento consiste em dirigir 

o veículo de forma segura para o alvo. No escopo desta dissertação, um controle de de 

navegação baseado em linearização da realimentação e um controlador PID garante que 

o erro convirja para a origem. Simulações e dados reais são realizados, de forma que o 

funcionamento correto da solução é confirmada. Em particular, para um veículo aéreo de 

pequeno porte, o método proposto em malha fechada teve um erro quadrático médio de 

0.15 m em relação ao local de pouso. 

Palavras-chave: estimação de estado, controle de movimento, visão computacional, 

simulaçao para VANT. 



Abstract 

T. Rodrigues, Rômulo. Vision Based Autonomous Landing for Mini Quadro

tor. 77 p. Master Thesis - São Carlos School of Engineering, University of São Paulo, 

2017. 

The problem addressed in this master dissertation, vision based autonomous landing 

of mini quadrotor, explores two distinct topics that have received considerable attention 

from the research community in the last deca.de: state estimation and motion control. For 

tbe landing problem, the state estimation task aims at estimating the pose of the vehicle 

witb respect to the landing site. Concerning the landing site, two different strategies can 

be found in the literature, namely based on landmarks and high-textured fiat regions. 

This work focuses on landrnark hased rnethods using a single onboard camera and inertial 

measurements. The solution relies on finding the landmark center on an image and 

estimating the pose in respect to the corresponding point in the world. In order to obtain 

the scale, the landrnark dimensions must be known. The method is cornplemented using 

continuous homography optical fiow , which allows estimating the velocity o f the vehicle 

in any texture fiat region. Both estirnation and inertial data are fused within a filtering 

framework - Extended Kalman Filter. The motion control task consists in bringing the 

vehicle safely towards the landing target. In the scope of this work, a set-point controller 

based on feedback linearization and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller 

ensures the error gently converges to tbe origin. Simulations and real world experiments 

are conducted to ensure the reliability o f the method. In particular, for a small vehicle, 

the proposed visual closed loop autonomous landing system achieved 0.15m accuracy. 

Keywords: state estimation, motion control, computer vision, UAV simulation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter introduces the topic of the present dissertation: vision based autonomous 

landing of a mini-quadrotor. The discussion start~ off in Section 1.1 highlighting the im

portance of unmanned aeria1 vehicles (UAV) in our society. Then, Section 1.2 introduces 

the problem to be tackled. Section 1.3 brings forward the proposed solution and contri

butions. Finally, Section 1.4 describes briefly the structure of this document. 

Within the scope of this dissertation the words UAS - unmanned aerial system - and 

RPAS - remotely piloted aircraft system- have the same meaning as UAV. 

1.1 Motivation 

In the last years, unmanned aerial vehicles have drawn large interest not only in 

the airborne system community, but also among military, civilian, capital ventures and, 

last but not least, research institutes. Unmanned aircraft is the fastest growing market 

segment in the robotic industry (CHENG: 1\ti~IAR , 2008). Putting words into numbers, 

UAS fully integration with other airspace system will lead to an econornic impact of 

$82.1 billion in the U.S. between 2015 and 2025, creating more than 100,000 jobs (JENKINS: 

VASlGH I, 2013). The remainder of this section addresses some UAV applications already 

employed in behalf of our society. 

Forest Fire Detection 

At the time that environment preservation grows as a global concern, the world keeps 

an cye on Brazil forest conservation policies. In this plot, Amazonas state plays an 

important role considering the Amazon rain forest covers about 98% of its land (Bl iTLER, 

20 l..J ). Amidst other threatt:>, fire alone hat:> affected 620 km 2 o f Brazilian forest per year 

( B l lTLEH , 20 I..J). Detecting and localizing fire in its early stage is essential to diminish 

the overall damage that ensues forest fire. l\ l<'l"ino. Hn n1 iro <' Oll<'ro (2014) employ a 

fleet of UAS for automatic detection, verification, and localization of potential fire spots. 
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Figure 1: Fire detection. Visual (left) and infrared (right) image frames. Source: 
(~ fERINO; RA~IIRO: OLLEHO, 201-1) 

Vehicles are equipped with visual and infrared cameras, as shown in Fig. I . The different 

waveleugth images provide meauingful iuformatiou for fire detrction. As loug as smoke 

does not affect the sensor, fiames are easily identified with visual image. Meanwhile, 

t he infrared device allows fire base recognition. The information provided by distinct 

vehicles in t he fleet enhances the accuracy of the fire alarm oyotem, preventing false 

alarms. Global positioning system (GPS) and inertial measurement unit (IMU) data are 

merged with digital terraiu maps for geo-localization of the fire. 

P recis ion Agriculture 

Precision agriculture or precision farming aims at providing farmers an individual pro

file of the ueeds and state of each plaut in the fielcl. The beuefits, which are mauy, iuclude 

better product quality, adequate pest and fertilize management, and natural resources 

conservation ( GRISSO d a!., 2002) . 

Precision farming requires high resolut ion images. Artificial satellites partially fulfill 

the image demand for some precision farming applications such as crop grow and stress 

assessment (ZH ANG: KOVA('S, 2012). However, low revisiting frequency, good weather re

quirement , and high costs limit the usage of satellites. Within this context, RPAS emerges 

as a low cost alternative. Low weight unmanned aircraft are easily deployed andare able 

to fiy at low altitudes avoiding clouds. Some companies already offer UAS based solutions, 

e.g. PrecisonHawk and Ursula Agriculture. The system demonstrated in (t lRSliLA, 20 16) 

maps efficiently blackgrass, a weed that competes with crops like wheat (Fig. 2) . The 

seller claims that mapping blackgrass helps selecting the most effective control measure. 

In contrast to traditional farming, it does not necessarily compromise the yield. 

For an extended UAV application list the reader is referred to (Vi\ Li\VAN IS: Vi\CHTSE

Vi\NOS, 20 15) . 
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Figure 2: Blackgrass mapping. Blackgrass (left) and field mapped using an UAV (right). 
Source: (URSULA, 2016) 

Regulations on UAV operation, such as (FAA , 2015) (DECEA, 201 5), strictly require 

a human operator in the control loop, i.e. pilot is tele-operating or supervising the air

craft via a communication link . However, autonomous and semi-autonomous behaviours 

including take off, hovering, landing, obstacle avoidance and target tracking may greatly 

improve the mission performance and relieve the burden over the operator. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The main goal of the present work is investigating the autonomous la.nding problem 

for small quadrotors operation in a non-structured environment. This is a rich problem 

in the sense that it allows exploring state estimation and motion control, both active 

topics in the research community. 

State estimation comprises estimating pose (translation and rotation) and velocity 

(linear and angular) of the vehicle with respect to a given reference frame1 . Sensors 

provide raw input data. However, sensory information is usually associated with uncer

tainty, delay and physical constraints. Therefore, most solutions employ multiple sensors 

in a complementary fashion. Data fusion manage::; a.nd merges rlifferent measurements 

improving the overall state estimation. 

Motion control concerns on how actuators shall interact with the environment such 

that the vehicle safely tra.nslates to the landing site. A typical solution consists in splitting 

the problem in two tasks: kinematic and dynamic. From a control system perspective, 

kinematic task is accomplished using an outer loop which computes desired rotation, 

vclocity and acceleration that minimizes a position or velocity error. Meanwhile, dynamic 

task employs an inner loop that controls forces and torques such that the vehicle remains 

stable and follows the outer loop commands. This work assumes that the dynamic ta.sk 

1Some authors include sensor biases and calibration parameters as state of the vehicle, e.g. ( ('ADE'\11\ 

Pt a l, 20 16) 
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is already solved and focuses on the kinematic problem. 

In particular, for airborne vehicles, Bachrach r t al. (2010) stress the following chal

lenges: 

O Restricted payload: Low payload limits onboard computation power and forbids 

employing multiple high-performance sensors. 

O Odometry: Mini-U AVs are often equipped with low cost IMU. Although adequa te 

for attitude control, the performance of these MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical sys

tems) is rather poor for tasks like pose estimation, which requires double integration. 

O Fast dynamics: The fast and unstable dynamics of UAV enhance the importance 

of reliable perception and motion control tasks. Furthermore, the landing dynamics 

is criticai due to the ground effect, a disturb that jeopardizes simple models. 

O Constant motion: In contrast to ground vehicles or surface vessels that may 

stop and reset in case of task fa.ilure, a.ircra.ft are in consta.nt motion - even when 

hovering. Thus, both perception and motion control tasks must be actively running 

throughout the entire operation. 

1.3 Proposed Solution 

Visual State Estimation 

The first step in the landing process is deciding where to land (GARCIA-PARDO: 

SUI\HATt>.IE: 1\ IONTCOl\IERY, 2002). The average GPS errors for civilian applications are 

4.7 m (vertical) and 3.4 m (horizontal) ( \\'i llialll J . HuglH's l('dmieal C<'HIPr , 201-l). This may 

be acceptable for navigation at high altitudes, but it is prohibitive for precise manoeuvres 

like landing. Moreover, GPS performance degrades in bad weather conditions and signal 

deteriorates or may even be lost in urban canyons2 (LANGE: SliNDEHHAUF: PROTZEL, 

2000). On the other hand, as longas there is enough light on the scene, camera sensors 

have a high potential for environment perception (YANG: SC'HERER: ZELL, 2012). There

fore, vision-based state estimation is suitable for precise manoeuvres in a non-structure 

environment. 

Vision-based landing requires either a landmark or a high-texture obstacle-free fiat 

region. Solutions addressed in this work relies on prior known landmarks, which provide 

absolute pose estimation. In contrast to high-texture solutions, landmarks can be easily 

employed as identifiers. Advantages includes landing on a ground or surface vessel that 

carries the landmark. However, since landmarks may not be visible throughout the entire 

operation, optica.l flow- which requires high-texture regions- continuously estimates the 

2Urban canyon or street canyon is a place surrounded by tall buildings or any other urban structure. 
GPS operating in urban canyons are subject to multi-path effects and signal occlusion. 
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velocity of the vehicle. For reliable state estimation, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 

fuses landmark, optical flow, and IMU data. 

This work considers only visual anel inertial data. More recently, different sensors 

have been merged in a single platform for environment perception. Singh et al. (2016), 

for instance, combine visual anel laser range data for a landing strategy that detects safe 

zones anel avoids wires. 

Motion Control 

This work aeldresses a strategy similar to the one proposed in (SARlPALLI; SUKHATME, 

2003) for the motion control problem eluring landing -· first minimize the horizontal error, 

anel then, elescend to a pre-defined minimum safety height. After that, the power decreases 

on open loop. The vehicle acquiesce it has touched the ground using IMU data, turning 

the motors off. Both horizontal anel vertical errors are forced to the origin using PID 

(proportional-integral-elerivative) controllaw. However, in contrast to the aforementioneel 

work, a virtual target point (VTP) strategy ensures gently actuation, avoiding saturation 

on the attituele commanels. The PID controller is tested for other manoeuvres such as 

hovering, waypoint navigation anel target tracking. 

Contribution 

The main contributions of this dissertation are: 

O Discussing a framework for inertial-visual based navigation anel guidance, which 

comprises take off, hovering, landing anel position control; 

O Benchmarking five different landmark baseel solutions for absolute pose estimation. 

Simulation anel real world data assess the performance of each method in respect 

to accuracy anel processing time; 

O A virtual quadrotor model integrated with ROS. The model is suitable for different 

algorithms other than the ones discussed in this dissertation, e.g. failure recov

ery, collision avoidance anel coordination. It can be employed within research or 

classroom environment for quick valielation anel test. 

Code developed in this dissertation is available for free under GPLv3 license at the 

LahHom Git.huh r<~pository. 

1.4 Dissertation Outline 

This document is organized as follow: 

O Chapter 2: introduces background that supports the remainder of this elocument; 
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O Chapter 3: discusses material, methods and system architecture; 

O Chapter 4: addresses the motion control problem; 

O Chapter 5: addresses the state estimation problem; 

O Chapter 6: discusses closed-loop results; 

O Chapter 7: concludes this document and proposes future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

This chapter introduces basic concepts that support the remainder of this work. Sec

tion 2.1 presents the notations, homogeneous transform and coordinate frame system. 

Section 2.2 addresses the basics on perspective and sigle-view point imaging models. 

2.1 Basic Definitions 

2.1.1 Notation 

The formal notation of this work is as follow. Mathematical variables are written in 

italics. Upper case calligraphic letters represent sets. Scalars are typed in lovver case and 

vectors in lower case bold. x = [x1 , x2, .. , xn]T E IRn represents a n-dimensional column 

vector and xi its ith element. The superscript symbol T indicates the transpose. All the 

elements of the vectors 1 a.nd O are equa.l to 1 and O, respectively. O is known as the null 

vector. 

The absolute value of a scalar 1 is I'YI· The p-norm of a vector x is defined as 

and unless otherwise stated, llxll refers to the 2-norm: 

llxll2= (lx1 l2+ ... + lxnf)112 = (xT x)112 

Upper case letters are reserved for points and matrices. The matrix Amxn E IRmxn 

contains m-rows and n-columns. The element aij sits in the ith row and jth column. 

The transpose matrix Ar contains the elements of A refiected over its main diagonal. 

A square matrix has the same numbers of rows and columns (m = n). The identity 

matrix Inxn contains 1's in the main diagonal (aii = 1, Vi) and the other elements are O 

(aij = O, Vi i= j). The inverse of a matrix, denoted as A-1
, is unique and respects the 

property A-1 A = I , where I is an identity ma.trix with proper dimension. A matrix is 

said to be singular if it is not invertible, and non-singular otherwise. The existence of an 

inverse may be verified by the determinant of a matrix - if det(A) =O, then Ais singular. 
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Definition 2.1. Moorie-Penrose pseudo inverse: Consider a non-square matrix 

Amxn. The pseudo-in verse or left generalized in verse form is 

where A+ = (AT A)-1 AT. And the right generalized form is 

In particular, a square matrix A can be classífied as: 

O Symmetric: A symmetric matrix is equal to its transpose (A= AT); 

O Skew-symmetric: A skew-symmetric matrix is equal to the negative of its trans

pose (A= - AT); 

O Orthonor mal: The column vectors that define an orthonormal matrix have unit 

length norm and they are orthogonal to each other. Two important properties are 

1) A-1 = AT and 2) the product of two orthonormal matrices is also an orthonormal 

matrix; 

O SO(n) : The special group SO(n) is composed of the n-dimensional orthogonal 

matrices with determinant + 1. 

2 .1.2 Homogeneous Coordinates 

H omogeneous transform augments the dimension o f vectors and points. This is done 

by adding an extra coordinate. Consider the vector v = [v1, .. vn] E IRn, its homogeneous 
c · - [- - - ] E JIDn+1 h lOfffi 18 V= V1, .. Vn, Vn+l .l.l%. , W ere 

It is common practice to set Vn+I = 1, such that ií = [v1 , .. vn, 1]. Homogeneous 

transform is not uni que - if ií is the homogeneous form o f v, then )áí, V À =I= O is also a 

valid representation. 

2 .1.3 Coordinate frame 

Coordinate frames are useful for describing position and orientation of objects. Coor

dinate frame axes must be linear independent, but not mutually orthogonal. However it 

is convenient for them to hold the latter propriety. Fig. a illustrates 3 coordinate fra.mes. 

Upper case letter between brackets stands for coordinate frame origin. The greek letter Ç 

- reads ksi - represents the relation between two frames. A leading superscript denotes 
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Figure 3: Coordinate frames for a robot equipped with a camera. Let {W} corresponds 
to the inertial frame, {V} vehicle frame and {C} camera frame. 

the reference frame and a trailing subscript indicates the frame being described. For ex

ample, v Çc describes the camera frame ( {C}) in respect to to the vehicle frame ({V}). 

Vectors and points must be described in a given reference frame, which is indicated by a 

leading superscript. The following operations hold: 

Çc = Çv EB vçc, 

e v Çc - cçv , (1) 

vp v cp , - Çc . 

where the first expression is a composition, the second an inverse transformation, and 

the latter a vector frame transformation. Frame notation is omitted wben either clearly 

known within the context, or referencing the inertial world frame. 

The relative pose of a coordinate frame in 3D is completely described by a translation 

and a rotation. There are many ways to represent it, such as the 4x4 homogeneous 

transformation matrix: 

where AT8 E SE(3) is a transformation matrix from {B} to {A}, AR8 E S0(3) is a 

rotation matrix from { B} to {A} and At{B} the translation from the origin of { B} to 

{A}, expressed in {A}. The generic properties stated in ( 1) can rewritten as follow: 

vT. c- c p , 

where c p = [x, y, z , 1 ]T is the homogeneous transform o f c p = [x, y , z]. 
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2.2 Camera Model 

2 .2.1 Perspective Model 

Consider the 3D world point i = [x, y, z , 1JT and its projection in the 2D image plane 

Pi = [>.u, >.v, >.]T, both described in homogeneous coordinates. For pinhole cameras, the 

relat ionship between both points is described by the perspective imaging model: 

[ [ [ l 
X 

u LP Ou0 1 00 0 c c 
" Rw t '1.) 

À v = O -/;; v0 O 1 O O [ 
0 1

] ~ , 

1 o o 10 010 
1 

(2) 

where >. is an unknown scale factor, f is the focallength, (p~~' Pu) scale factors associated 

to the pixel size, ( v0 , u0) the camera optical center coordinate, c Rw and Ct the rotation 

and tra.nslation of the camera w.r.t . the world frame, respectively. In a compact fashion: 

- K c,.., -Pi = J.W x, (3) 

where K is the camera intrinsic parameters matrix and cyw is the camera extrinsic 

parameters matrix. 

2 .2.2 Single Viewpoint M odel 

Following the classification enunciated in (SWA!\IlNATHAN; cmOSSBBRG; NAYAR, 2003), 

wide-angle cameras can be described by the single viewpoint imaging model, which in

troduces radial and tangentia.l distortion. The non-distorted coordinate of an individual 

point ( u, v) can be straightforward computed for a calibrated camera: 

(4) 

where ( ud, vd) are the distorted coordinates of point ( u , v) . ( Óu, <>v) are the distortion 

components of each pixel parametrized as: 

[
<>u] [u(k1r

2 + k2r
4 + k3r

6 + ... )] [2p1uv + P2(r
2 + 2u

2
)] 

<>v = v(k1r2 + k2r4 + k3r6 + ... ) + p1 (r2 + 2v2) + 2p1uv, 
(5) 

where r is the distance from the principal point, ki and Pi are radial and tangential 

distortion polynomial coefficients, respectively. Ther~ are free ava.ilable toolboxes that 

estimate the intrinsic and distortion parameters, e.g. (T301 1C II ET , 2015), in a process 

known as camera calibration. Typically the distortion is modeled using (k1 ,k2,k3,p1 ,p2) 

(CORI\E, 201 1). For most applications discussed in this work, a set of pixels rather 

than the whole image is employed. Therefore, applying ( l) for specific pixels can be 

computationa.lly more efficient than undistorting the irnage. 
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Chapter 3 

System Overview 

This chapter discusses material, methodology and system architecture. Section 3.1 

introduces hardware, middleware and software employed for accomplishing the proposed 

work. Then, Section 3.2 discusses steps taken for testing and validating algorithms in a 

safe fashion. Finally, Section 3.3 covers system architecture and functions developed in 

this dissertation. 

3.1 Material 

3.1.1 Hardware 

Crazyftie 2.0 

Algorithms developed in this work were tested in the mini-quadrotor ( 'rnz,dii<· 2 o, 
manufactured by BitCraze. This 27 g open source vehicle was designed for both hobbyist 

and code developers. Its coreless DC-motors allow a maximum take-off weight of 42 g. 

a b 

Figure 4: Crazyflie 2.0 setup for experimcnts with Optitrack (a). Bottom view of the 
vehicle equipped with FX798t camera combo(b). 
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It is equipped with accelerometers, gyro, magnetometer, pressure sensor, bluetooh anda 

low-latency /long-range radio that allows operating and logging data from a remote PC. 

The manufacturer 's radio, called Crazyradio, works reliable up to 1 km. During tests, the 

total ftight time per battery pack was about 60 s. The quadrotor is equipped with the 

mini t ransmitter camera combo FX798T (Fig. 4b). This 4.7 g camera has an antenna 

that transmits a.nalog image data. On the other end, attached to a notebook, there is a.n 

analog receiver anda digital/analog converter. 

Opt itrack 

Opt itnwk is a motion capture (MoCap) system manufactured by the company Natu

ralPoint. A setup is available at Institute of Systems and Robotics (ISR/Lisbon), which 

kindly granted access to author during his internship at Lisbon. The system records the 

rnotion of rPtron:.ftective markers using the optical-passive teclmique. Infrared ca.meras 

capture markers position and send them to a specialized computer through a giganet 

connection. The proprietary software accurately computes the pose of markers, as long 

as enough visual cues are available. Dueto its accuracy, motion capture data is assumed 

to be ground truth. Thus, visual-inertial state estimation algorithms are reported with 

respect to the MoCap estimation. The Opitrack/Crazyftie setup is shown iu Fig . ..ta . 

Processing U nit 

Processing time was evaluated on a Intel Core i7-3770 3.40GHz with 4 GB RAM 

equipped with a graphical card GeForce GTX 550 Ti/PCie/SSE2. 

Logit ech controller 

The gamepad Logitt>('h F:H O was employed for sending commands to the quadrotor. 

It contains 13 out 16 push buttons are available for any purpose. It also has two analog 

thumbsticks, which can be used to manually control the vehicle. 

3 .1.2 Middleware 

ROS 

Robot Operating System (HOS) (qtJH~LEY <>t a i., 2009) is a middleware that aims 

at encouraging collaborative robotics software development. It runs on Linux Ubuntu 

embedded in personal computer (PC) processors or armhf architectures. ROS interfaces 

communication between processes in a transparent fashion. Thereby, roboticists may 

focus ou higher level problems. It helps users in different manners , providing device 

drivers, message forma.ts, graphs, sensor visualizers and other useful libraries. Research 
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community plays a major role in ROS development. State-of-the-art solutions are available 

for free, encouraging code using, discussions and further improvements. 

ROS adopts the publisher-subscriber architecture. Its organization relies on 4 basic 

elements: nodes, topics, messages, services. 

O Nodes: A node can be a publisher, subscriber or, more commonly, both. A pub

lisher advertises messages in topics, while the subscriber subscribes and receives 

new messages from topics. Most nodes receive messages, run routines and publish 

the outcome; 

O Topics: Like pipelines, topics have two end. On one side, it is only allowed one 

publisher, which sends messages. On the other end, there are n subscribers that 

receive messages. Each topic has a message type and a name; 

O Messages: Messages contain the meaningful data on a well defined format. Sub

scribers most known the format a priori; 

O Services: \iVhile messages are continuously published under a topic for possible 

mult iple subscribers, services are usually a one shot action for a specific action or 

query. 

3.1.3 Software 

V -REP 

In general, implementation of algorithms are plagued by many sources of glitches, from 

conceptual to round-off errors due numerical precision. T herefore, at early development 

stage, running field test with an UAV can be hard, frustrating and potentially hazardous. 

Withing this context, virtual simulators are a suitable option for coding, debugging, as

sessiug pE>rformauce aurl improving algorithms before flights. Also, it pennits perfonniug 

multiple test in a relatively short time interval when contrasted to field tests. 

There are robotic simulators available under free software licenses, including CazPho 

by OSRF, V-HF:P by Coppelia Robotics and L\lorsP by LAAS-CNRS Open. These three 

platforms provide the required dynamic simulation, sensory information, virtual graphics 

and software integration for validating the proposed solution. Decision for a specific 

simulator was based in following criteria: 

O Easiness for developing objects in the simulat or environment. This is 

important for landmark designing and reconstructing real-world sccnes; 

O ROS integration . Since real quadrotor is ROS-friendly, codes developed for the 

virtual vehicle can be re-used. This functionality aims at avoiding re-coding errors; 
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O Technical support. Tutorial, proper documentation and discussion forums may 

play an important role for overcoming problems and sharing solutions. 

V-REP was chosen as the simulation platform. Besides fulfilling the basic require

ments, it has a clear and user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) , and long-term 

support from Coppelia Robot ics. For more informat ion and simulators comparison see 

(SANTOS, 2014). The virtual quadrotor designed in this work is shown in Fig. 5. Its 

inputs are the same as a regular quadrotor - attitude angle and collective thrust. It is 

equipped with a down-looking camera and IMU. 

- ---------

EDU 
Figure 5: V-REP quadrotor simulation. 

OpenCV 

Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpPn('V) is an open source C++/Python 

computer vision and machine learning library. It supports Windows, Linux, Mac OS, 

iOS and Android. OpenCV contains more than 2500 optimized functions implemented. 

This dissertation employs OpenCV 2.4.8, which comes fully integrated with a fresh ROS 

Indigo installation. 

Eigen 

Eig('ll is a linear algebra library for C++. It has data structure for vectors, matrix, 

quarternion, transformation and so on. It claims to be fast and reliable. These are 

important aspects due numericallimitation and computational constraints. The material 

developed in this work runs on Eigen 3.3. 

3.2 Methodology 

Algorithms were first developed and tested in simulation. Then, up to parameters 

tuning, solutions were deployed on the real vehicle. The motion control was validated in 

two steps: 
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1. Software-in-the-loop: Validation using a virtual vehicle. Simulator provides feed

back for the controlloop; 

2. Quadrotor /MoCap : Validation using a Crazyfiie quadrotor. The motion capture 

system provides feedback for the controlloop. 

State estimation algorithms were evaluated in a similar fashion: 

1. Software-in-the-loop: Validation using virtual camera and IMU. Inertial and 

image data are generated at the same rate, i.e. simulation step. Ground truth is 

supplied by the simulator; 

2. Hand-held camera: A hand-held camera (FX798T) attached to an IMU gathers 

image frames in a real world scenario. Ground truth is supplied by the motion 

capture system. 

Notice that at this point the motion control is not plagued by the state estimation 

erro r, since feedback comes from an accm·ate source. Final experiments assess closed-loop 

performance running the developed visual-inertial state estimation as feedback for the 

control loop. 

1. Crazyftie: Closed-loop state estimation and motion control are tested using a 

Crazyft.ie quadrotor. 

3.3 Architecture 

Testing the landing requires the vehicle to be airborne. Therefore, though focuses was 

given to the landing manoeuvre, this work explores other basic automatic capabilities, 

namely take-off, hovering, waypoint navigation. and targct tracking. As thc complexity 

increased, the need for a system architecture rose. The proposed architecture is shown in 

Fig. G as a direct graph composed o f states ( vertices) and transitions ( edges) . A dashed 

line indicates system is reachable from any other state to its right. States are described on 

Table l and t ransitions on Table 2. Some concepts were inspired by the work by Hoeníg 

Pt al. (201G). 

T here are two different kinds of state: regular and criticai. Criticai states such as 

hard land or emergency are reachable from any other state in the graph. Moreover, when 

emergency state is called, motors are turned off and system must be rebooted. If the 

system is airborne, then soft land is also reachable from any other state. 

Transitions can be dassified either as user triggered or automatic. User triggered 

transitions are sent to the system using a gamepad or keyboard. The default configuration 

for the Logitech gamepad is as show in Fig. 7. The actions are further split into regular 

or critica! actions. Automatic transitions are issued by the system when a success or a 
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Figure 6: State machine. Dashed lines indicates t ransition is available for states on its 
right side. 

failure is detected. There is no automatic transition that leads to the emergency state. 

In case of two or more transitions are fired at the same time, the following priority is 

respected: criticai, failure, action, success. 

The following remarks are made: 

O Take-off action applies 80% of theoretical hovering thrust. The thrust increases 20% 

per second. The take-off succeeds if state estimation is available. The action aborts 

after 5 seconds. 

O Once available, state estimation can be either poor or good. The estimation is con

sidered poor if associated uncertainty is greater than a given threshold or estimated 

height is negative when taking into consideration the associated uncertainty. 

O Landing is detected using IMU acceleration or state estimation when available. 

When the vehicle touches the ground, there is a negative peak in the z-axis accel

eration. Axis and sign depends on how the IMU is mounted. Alternatively, if the 

vehicle is below 0.1 m, the land is considered to have succeed and motors turn off. 

O The soft land manoeuvre consists in minimizing horizontal error w.r.t to the landing 

site and then vehicle descends. The hard land sets the collective thrust to 85% of 

theoretical hovering thrust, i.e. it is an open-loop manoeuvre. 

Table 1: Reachable states for supervisory state machine. 

State Descript ion State Estimation 
Closed-loop 

Control 
Regular operat ion 

Rest Motors off - -

Take Off Increase thrust incrementally No No 
Soft Land Align and descend Yes Yes 
Hover Sta bilize at fi ight Yes Yes 
Go2Point Fly to a specified 3D point Yes Yes 
Track Track a known target Yes Yes 

Criticai operation 
Hard Land Set thrust""' 85% of quad's mass - No 
Emergency Turn motors off - No 
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Table 2: Transitions for supervisory state machine. Transitions marked with * can be 
fired from multiple states. 

U ser triggered Automatically 
Action Criticai Success Failure 

ID D escription ID Description ID D escritption ID Description 

Al Do take off Cl* 
Do emergency 

Sl 
State estimation 

Fl 
Take off 

land available timeout 

A2* Soft Land C2* Do hard land S2 Land detected F2 
Poor state 
estimation 

A3 Restart 83 
Arrived at 

F3 
Lost track 

destination of target 
A4 Hover 
A5 Go to point 
A6 Track target 

O States shown in Fig. 6 correspond to high level capabilities that may share a com

mon controller. For example, Go2Point and Hover employs the same PID position 

cont roller. 

Whil~ some of these values whert> t unecl in flight te::;ts, they ca.n abo be clefined by the 

user for a specific quadrotor. 

1 

Figure 7: D~fault buttons configuratious for logit~ch gamepacl. 
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Chapter 4 

Motion Contrai 

This chapter addresses the motion control problem. Section 4.1 introduces coordinate 

frames, UAV kinematic and dynamic equations. Section ..J.2 formulates the motion control 

problem. A literature review is carried out in Section 4.3. Section ..t.-1 discusses the 

proposed solution. 

4.1 UAV system 

4.1.1 Coordination Frames 

A rigid body moving freely in the 3D space has 6 degrees of freedom (DoF): three along 

the transla.tional axes - forward, lateral a.nd vertical tra.nslatious - and three around the 

rotational axes- roll, pitch and yaw Ca.rdan angles. The latter are also called Tait-Bryan 

or Euler angles. Consider the world fixed frame {W} and the body-fixed frame {B} as 

shown in Fig. 8. 

The airborne system cornmunity follows the coordinate system convention known as 

NED (North, East, Down). However, for ROS compatibility reasons, this work follows 

Yw 

J

zw 

{Wr 
-\ xw 

~ 
P pitch 

Figure 8: UAV coordinate system. Dashed x and y axes are parallel to the plane defined 
by the x and y world frame axes. 
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the Ea.st, North, Down (ENU) convention (see I{OS BEP lín). For the frame {W}: 

O { xw} points Ea.st; 

O {yw} points North; 

O {zw} points Up. 

The frame { B} is attached to the vehicle. Its origin rests in the center of gravity 

(CG) of the aircraft, such that two of its axis are a.ligned with ma.in inertial a.xes of the 

quadrotor: 

O {x8 } aligned with the front and rea.r rotors. 

O {y8 } aligned with the left and right rotors. 

O {zn} orthogonal to the planE.> defined by xn , Yn axes. 

The translation, velocity a.nd orientation of the vehicle are described using the follow

ing notation: 

O p = [x, y , zjT is the position of the origin of { B} w.r.t. {W}; 

O 11 = [</>,O, 'lj; jT is the orientation of { B} w.r.t. {W}, represented using XYZ Cardan 

angles; 

The aircra.ft community employs the word attitude for describing the roll ( </>) , pitch 

(e) and yaw( '1/J) angles. 

4.1.2 Kinematic Model 

According to the notation introduced in Section .J. 1.1 , the velocity and acceleration of 

the vehicle described in the inertial frame is 

p= Rs 8 p, 

ii= Rs 8 jj , 

where RB = Rs(</;, e, 'lj;) is the matrix that performs roll, pitch and yaw rotations, respec

tively. Let c(·) = cosO and s(·) = sin (-), then 

c'lj;sOs<j;- s'!j;cO 

s'lj;sOs<j; + c'!j;cO 

cesrp 

c'!j;sOc</> + s'!j;s<f;j 
s'lj;sOccp - c'lj;srp 

cOe</; 

(6) 
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4.1.3 Dynamic Model 

A well known quadrotor morphology consists in four motors equally placed a distance 

d from the CG of the vehicle in a cross-shape configuration as illustrated in Fig. 9. 

Theoretica.lly, in this coufiguration, during trimm<>d ftight, gyroscopic and aerodynamic 

torques cancel out (cASTTLLO; LOZANO; DZlfL, 2004). Applying Newton's Second Law of 

motion yields: 

F = m jj, 1 

where F = (Fx, Fy , Fzf is the net force acting on the quadrotor. Now, consider there 

are only two externai forces actuating on the vehicle: thrust and weight, i.e. drag forces 

are neglected. The four propellers produce a net thrust 8 T = (0, O, T]T. The weight 

W = [0, O, - mgf is a function of the mass of the quadrotor m and the acceleration of 

gravity g, which are considered constants. For the net force, follows: 

F = T + W , 

F = RB8 T + w , 

Substituting the rotation matrix (G), yields: 

Fx = mx = T cos '1/J sin e cos </> + T sin '1/J sin </> 

Fy = my = T sin'ljJsinOcos <f>- Tcos'I/Jsin</> 

Fz = mz = Tcos Ocos </> - mg 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

1 Exceptionally, the dynamic model does not follow the vector notation introduced in Section 2.1 . 
Instead, following the literature, force vectors are represented in upper case bold letters. 

Zw 

Yw 
, , , 

p w 

Figure 9: Force diagram for a quadrotor. 
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4.2 Problem Statement 

Assume an autopilot takes control over the attitude stabilization problem. Therefore, 

given a collective thrust, roll, pitch and yaw angle command the vehicle reaches the desired 

command in a finite time, which is considered negligible. Next, the motion control problem 

is formally stated: 

Problem Statement 4.1. (Set-point) Let r = [pT, '!jl]T E JR4 be the current posítion 

and oríentatíon o f the vehícle and r d = [pr, 'l,bd]T E JR4 the desíred set-point. Consider 

the control input u = [T*, 11âL where T* is the collective thrust and 17* attít71,de angles 

inputs. Design a feedback control law for u such that the vehicle converges to the desired 

set-point; i.e. ll r - rdll--t O as t --t oo. 

In general, most quadrotors take yaw rate as input command, rather than yav,r angle. 

In this case, a proportional controller can take a desired yaw angle into yaw rate command. 

Also, notice that a quadrotor is an underactuated vehicle. Its final pose is restricted to 

</> = e = O. However, during a path, these angle can and shall assume other non-null 

values. 

4.3 Literature Review 

Three possible strategies for the motion control problem were initia.lly considered: 

set-point assignment, trajectory-tracking and path-following. In the first method, the 

roboticist is not concerned about the path the vehicle travels to reach a goal point. The 

latter two approaches require a previous path-planning phase that takes into consideration 

the path to be travelled to reach the spatial goal. The trajectory-tracking formulation 

parametrizes a desired trajectory in time. Meanwhile, the path-following concerns in 

driving the vehicle to a desired path with a given speed assignment, without temporal 

constraints (AGliiAR; HBSPANHA , 2007). The main advantages of path-following over 

trajectory tracking are no requirement to move to the trajectory starting point and less 

likely to saturate control signals (VANNJ, 2007) . . 

This work explores set-point strategies. It is a versatile capability that supports differ

ent higher levei actions such as landing, waypoint navigation, hovering and tracking. Also, 

it can be adapted in a path-following strategy assuming path has an associated dynamic. 

The set-point strategy is illustrated in Fig. 10. Consider the landing pad is placed in 

the origin of Vv. Then, landing command corresponds to rd =O. A pose controller might 

lead the vehicle in a path similar to the one represented in green doted lines. This is a 

potentially dangerous path for the perception system, as the camera may lose sight of 

the landing target. The turnaround consists in splitting the landing in a two set-point 

assignment. The first aims at aligning the vehicle with the landmark, while keeping a 

constant height. The second task drives the vehicle towards the ground, while holding 
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Figure 10: Set-point strategy visual example 
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horizontal position. The work in (YANG: SC'HERER: ZBLL, 2012) defines a truncate cone 

( dashed red lines) that the vehicle must fiy within during descending procedure. 

The strategy devised by Blõseh et. Cll. (2010) takes into account the non-linearities of 

the model by mapping linear acceleration to system input. Also, the authors observe 

that the roll and pitch dynamics are fast enough such that it can be modelled as second

order systems. Taking into account the identified delay, a linear gaussian regulator (LQR) 

associated with a feedforward action drives the vehicle to the desired position. The yaw 

angle is controlled independently. In a similar fashion, K0nclouL Yu <' Nouami (2010) 

considers the delay that the attitude controller ( autopilot ) introduces in the control loop. 

Then, given a bounded t rajectory, global asymptotically stability is guaranteed using 

independent PID controllers for the horizontal and altit ude errors. A PID control yaw is 

also addressed by .tdahouv. Kmuar P CorkP (2012). The position and velocity error are 

projected in the body fixed frame. Model dynamic inversion is employed in ( ACHT ELll\ ('t 

al., 20 I :3). The authors apply feedback linearization for the translation and yaw variables. 

Then, classic control techniques known for linear systems can be applied. The orientation 

error is minimized using a PI controller and LQR/ pole placement assures the closed loop 

system is stable and converges to the origin. 

There are other techniques discussed in the literature which are not addressed here, 

e.g. fuzzy-logic (OLl VJ\ RES-t\U·NDEZ t·t a i. , 20 10), backstepping and sliding mode control 

(BOlli\BDJ\ LLAH; SIEG \\'i\ RT , 2005). 

4 .4 Proposed Solution 

4 .4.1 Feedback Linearization 

The position of the vehicle is described by (7), a nonlinear differential equation. The 

control inputs, i.e. collective thrust, roll , pitch and yaw rate, will be manipulated such 

that the position of the vehicle can be explicitly described by a linear system with respect 
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to the forces. First, the net thrust is straightforward derived from Eq. (7c): 

T= mg-Fz 
cose cos q; · 

For the pitch, add (7a) and (7b): 

Fx cos '1/J + Fy sin '1/J = T cos '1/J sin ecos cp cos '1/J + T sin '1/J sin cp cos '1/J+ 

T sin 'lj; sin e cos cp sin '1/; - T cos 'lj; sin cp sin '1/; 

= Tsin ecos <fy(cos 2'1/; + sin 2'1/J) 
. cose 

= Tsmecos<P --e 
c os 

= T cos cpcos etan e 
Fx cos '!f; + Fy sin '1/J e 
--------~--- =tan 

Tcoscjycose ' 

which may be combined with Eq. (7<'), yielding 

e = tan - 1 ( .P1: cos '1/J + F.v sin 'lj; ) 
Fz - mg 

Repeating similar steps, but this time subtracting (7h) from (7a): 

Fx sin'lj; - Fycos'lj; = Tsinc/J, 

and, once again, substituting Eq. (7r): 

. Fz+mg 
Px sm '!f; - Fy cos 'lj; = () sin c/> 

cos cpcos 
Fx sin 'lj; - Fy cos '!f; e ,.~.. 

F 
cos = tan <r' z +mg 

such that the roll angle is given as 

"" _ 1 ( Fx sin 'lj; + Fy cos 'lj; e) 
'P = tan F cos 

z+mg 

Since Eq. (7) has three equations and four unknowns, it itJ clatJsified as an underdeter

mined system. In particular, yaw angle can be arbitrarily set. Thus, the algebraic system 

has infi.nite solutions. Assuming the attitude control dynamic is fast and smooth enough, 

control inputs are: 

T* = mg+Fz 
cos e* cos cp* ) 

""-* _1 ( Fx sin ·tf.; - Fy cos '!f; ()*) ..,., = tan cos , 
Pz+mg 

e* _1 ( Fx cos 'lj; + Fy sin 'lj; ) 
= ta.n , 

Fz + mg 

'lj;* = 'lj; 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

(8d) 
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The model described by (8) t ransforms the non-linear system in four decoupled linear 

systems, which can be controlled independently using classic linear techniques. The yaw 

angle can be arbitrarily set and the position of the vehicle p is a second order system 

given by Newton Second Law: 

i = ~ Fx i) = ~ Fy z = ~ Fz 
m m m 

Fig. 11 depicts the control loop for the derived model. 

O 
F, 41· lnput 

--+ - Controlller - mapping 

·L ~~.q· 
-~~ 

Figure 11: Control loop 

4.4.2 Set-point Contrai Law 

The closed loop system (8) with unity gain is marginally stable. It has two pure 

imaginary poles at -i~. The system can be brought to stability using a PD controller: 

where Kp E IR4 x4 and J(d E IR4 x4 are diagonal positive clefinite matrices, respectively. 

However, modelling and parameter uncertainty are likely jeopardize the PD controller. 

Thus, an integrative component that improves performance is added. The final set-point 

control law is given by: 

f (t) = Kp(rd - r(t)) + Ki l:(rd - r (t)) + Kd(i:d- r(t)) , 
N 

(9) 

where ](i E IR4 x 4 is the diagonal integrative gain matrix, positive definite. Excessive 

actuation is avoided using anti-windup and saturating the position error using a virtual 

target point. The latter is placed a given distance from the vehicle in the direction of 

the goal. This is similar to the carrot chasing path-following algorithm shown in (s tt.JIT: 

SAIHPALLT: SOUSA, 20 1--l). 

4.4.3 Landing Manoeuvre 

The landing manoeuvre is performed in two steps. The first step is inspired in (SARl

PALLl: Sl lhH ATf\ IE, 2003), which suggests minimizing the horizontal error w.r.t. to the 

landing target before decreasing altitude. The second step, descend and correct, is similar 
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to the strategy devised by Yang, SrhPr<>r e z~u (20 12). The vehicle must be within a cone 

during the descending phase, as show in Fig. 10 in red dashed lines. v\Then the vehicle 

moves out of bounds, it ceases the descend manoeuvre until horizontal error is within 

an acceptable value. The algorithm is explained in Algorithm 1. ~nin is the radius of 

the circular section that intersects the cone at the minimum allowable fiying height Zmin 

before motors are turned off. 

O Minimize horizontal error: The vehicle fiies at a constant height until horizontal 

error is below a given threshold (T"!.O:Or)· A dynamic threshold is derived considering 

the second order euclidean cone. 

O Descend and correct: The vehicle descends at a given speed ( Vdr.sr.) until achieve 

Zmin · The vehicle aborts descending phase if horizontal error increases above T!O:Or· 
Once horizontal error decreases, landing manoeuvre continues. 

4.4.4 Tracking 

Tracking a target or object is an interesting feature in different applications, e.g. follow 

a leader in a multi-vehicle operation or track a suspicious target in a surveillance task. 

The set-point controller addressed in this works allows target t racking. The problem is 

simplified assuming the target is restrict to move in a planar surface. Let tlw pose of the 

tracking object be defined as rT = [xr , Yr, <Pr] E JR3 . Then, the desired set-point controller 

becomes rd = [xr, Yr, z, <Pr]. The vehicle altitude is kept constant during tracking. 

Algorithm 1 Descend and correct (Landing Manoeuvre) 

1: Initialize: r (x, y , z, '1/J) , rd(xd, Yd , z , '!fJd), Vdesc. 6..t, Rmin , Zmin 

2: airborne ~ true 
3: while airborne do 
4: if Z > Zmin then 
5: ehor ~ v ,-(x_d __ -~c-)_2_+-(y_d ___ y_)2 

6: R ~ z(Rmin/ Zmin) 

7: if ehor ::; R then 
8: Zd ~ Zd + Vdesc f::l t 

9: end if 
10: else 
11: airborne ~ false 
12: end if 
13: poseController-(r , rd) 
14: r ~ readCurrentPose() 
15: end while 
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Chapter 5 

State Estimation 

This chapter focuses on the state estimation problem. Section 5. 1 formally introduces 

the problem to be tackled. Then, Section 5.2 reviews solutions available in the literature. 

Based on the literature review, some strategies are chosen for testing. Proposed framework 

and implementation details are discussed in Section 5.3. 

5.1 Problem Statement 

In (GARC'I A-PJ\fWO: Sli KllAT~lE: l\ IONTGO:-.. IERY, 2002), authors point out that the 

first step in the lauding process is dt>ciding where to laud. Then, for a safe land, the 

relative pose between the vehicle and the landing site must be known accurately (SATO: 

J\GGAR\VAL, 1997). 

Problem Statem ent 5.1. Define the 6 DoF pose of a body moving freely in the 3D space 

at time t = tk as q(tk) = [pT, 1JT)T E JR6 , where p stands for the translation vector and TJ 

the attitude angles. Also, let q(tk) = [PT , ~TV E JR6 be the correspondent pose estimation. 

Designa state estimation method that computes .X= (qr , qrf, such that llx- .X II~ O, Vt. 

The state is defiued here as the pose aud velocity of the vehicle. However, the defiuition 

of state can be extended to other quantities such as sensor biases and calibration (C'A DI<~NA 

1'1 al. , 2016). Focuses is given to translation, rather than rotation estimation. Inertial 

measurement unit can accurately estimate orientation and angular velocity. 

5.2 Literature Review 

The literature review for the state estimation problem was narrowed down to heli

copters and quadrotors using vision sensors for landing procedure. Regarding the landing 

site, some authors propose landing the vehicle in a high-texture fl.at region, while other 

resort to a prior-kuown landmark. The maiu differeuce between both approaches are 

the interconnection between the motion control and state estimation tasks. In general, 
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high-texture methods fall in the context of image-based visual servoing (IBVS), in which 

the control error signal is described in terrns of image parameters. Most IBVS solutions 

employ optical flow, a technique that estimates the camera or pixel velocity, rather than 

the camera pose. Consequently, state estimation and motion control tasks are tightly 

coupled. Alternatively, for landmark-based solutions cont rol and state estimation tasks 

are clearly decoupled aud the closed-loop architecture is classified as pose-based visual 

servoing (PBVS) . 

5.2.1 Landmark 

A landing target designing criteria is enunciated in ( l\ IEHZ: DtiHANTl: CONTE, 2006): 

minimum size, easy recoguitiou, reliable pose estimation from differeut distauce ranges 

and minimal asymmetry. There are many possible layouts suggested by different authors. 

Fig. 12 helps visualizing landmarks that are discussed next. 

Motivated by the fact that heliports in Japan consists in a character 'H" inside a 

circle (Fig. 12a), Sat o <' Aggarwal ( 1997) estimate the position and orientation o f a 

camera from a circle. From any plane other than the circle plane, a circle is projected 

into an ellipse. Authors estimate ellipse parameters and the radius of the circle using 

successive images, and on-board linear and angular velocity measurements. An extended 

Kalmau Filt er estimates t he system srate aud accounts for error measuremeuts. A ::;pecific 

a (s \ TO; \ ( ;(;,\H b ( YAN<:: I SA l, 19!)X), c (S II A BP : S II AKEHN IA: d ( I\1Eil2: l>IIHAN 1'1: 

\\'AL, 19!17), ( Yi\ N( ;; (S ,\ HJP,\1.1.1: 1\IONT- S,\ S I H', 20!ll), (S I! \ J\ . ('ON I'E, 200()). 
SC'IIF.BP.H: %F.I.L, 20 12) (;(>:\IEHY; Slll\ll i\Tl\ IP. , EH~I \ 1'1 a l , 2002). 

2003). 

e (!.1\ Nc:T;;; SPN IH': H f (I·: BF·:HLI <·lal , 2010). g {lll : 1>11 \ N , 201:~) . h (OLSO N, 2011 ). 
li A I' F. l'llOT{,J·:L, 

2009). 

Figure 12: Landing targets 
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camera motion and a careful experimental setup is required. Reported accuracy is 10% 

of the radius value. 

The H-pattem (Fig. 12b) yields eight vanishing lines, which intercept one another 

generating 16 corners. Based on the projection model, Yang e Tsai (1998) exploits the 

directions of the lines for computing the orientation of the vehicle. Its relative position is 

obtained using the target collinear points and the known clistance between them. Taking 

0.66 s, algorithm accuracy is 2 degree and 1.1 pixel at 50 meters height. 

Sharp, Sha.kemia e Sastry (2001) addrcss a lightweight algorithm based on comer 

extraction o f a landmark composed o f 6 square blobs (Fig. 12c). Image processing extracts 

4 corners per square. Then, resorting to linear optimization an initial guess for the camera 

pose is calculated. Pose estimation is refined using nonlinear optimization for minimizing 

reprojection error. The latter requires a good initial guess to avoid local mínima. At 

30 Hz, the accuracy is 5 em (translation) and 5 deg (rotation). The aforementioned 

work is further extended in (SHAKERNIA ct ai., 2002) . Instead of running the estimation 

step based in one frame, it uses multiple views from a single camera. Since features 

extracted lies on the same plane, authors employ a specialized eight-point algorithm 

based on homography constraints. The performance is quite similar to the first solution, 

however it overcomes the local mínima problem. The accuracy reported is 7 em for the 

translation estimation and 4 deg to the rotation. 

The milestone work by Saripalli, Montgomcry e Sukh~tmc (2003) presents a fully 

autonomous landing system for an UAV using vision and a behavior-based controller to 

follow a desired path. The vision algorithm requires a distinguishing geometric shape 

landmark such as the H pattem. It calculates the perimeter, area and Hu invariant 

image moments for recognizing the landing target. The same measurements are used for 

estimating the x-y coordinates of the target and its orientation in respect to the vehicle. 

Then, the aircraft aligns with the pad and descends with constant speed. A sonar provides 

height measurements. The landing error, not the vision accuracy, is 6 degree (orientation) 

and 40 em (translation). Sarípalli e Sukhatme (2003) boost the results obtained for 

landing on a moving target. A Kalman Filter is designed for tracking the target and 

cubic polynomials generates the desired trajectory. 

Merz, Duranti e Conte (2006) propose a target composed of five equilateral triangles in 

different scales (Fig. 12d). In tum, three circles lay in the comer of each triangle. Thus, 

considering the camera intrinsic parameters are known, the three circles define uniquely 

the pose of the camera. This is achieved minimizing the reprojection error of the circles, 

which are seen as ellipses from any projection plane except the one directly from above. 

The system accuracy is around 1 degree (rota.tion). 

The size of the target size has a direct impact on the estimation performance. The 

bigger the landmark, the better it is recognized from high heights. However, at very 

low heights a big target does not fit on the image. The solution acldressed in (LANGE: 
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SUNDERHAUF; PR.OTZEL, 2009) tackles this problem using n unique concentric rings (Fig. 

12e) . For height estimation, authors assume the vehicle is flying parallel to the ground. 

Inertial measurement allows correcting projection errors. Results suggest that 4 concentric 

rings make it possible estimating the pose from 2 m to 0.2 m height. The average error 

is 5 em. 

In (EBER.LI et ai., 2010), authors estimate the camera pose from the elliptical contours 

of a circle in a perspective projection (Fig. 12f). The landmark consists of two concentric 

circles. The projection of the center of the inner circle allows to disambiguate the multiple 

solutions. However, when the image plane lies in the normal axis of the blob, a singularity 

arises. Hence, though theoretically capable of estimating pitch and roll angles, the IMU 

provides both angles as an input for the algorithm. The average root mean square (RMS) 

error is 6 em for the the height estimation. 

Yang, Schcrer e Zcll (2012) devise a methodology for obtaining the 6 DOF pose of a 

camera from a 'H' pattern surrounded by a circle. A neural network classifies the con

nected components in a image as circle, letter "H' or other. The right match corresponds 

to a 'H' component inside a circle. Since it is a combined match, false positive rate is 

low. The translation, roll and pitch angles are obtained from the projected ellipse. When 

solving for the pose, a sign ambiguity arises. Authors propose choosing the roll and pitch 

solution that are the most similar to angles reported by the IMU. However, when the roll 

or pitch angles are close to zero, this solution may fail and lead to large errors. The yaw 

angle is computed based on the 'H' character. The RMS error is 4 em for the translat ion, 

1.3 degree for roll and pitch angles and 4.8 degree for yaw angle. 

The work described in (Bl; DUA~, 2013) exploits the advantage of RGB images. The 

target is a green H with red and blue rectangles on the top and bottom edge, respectively 

( (Fig. 12g)). The colors are used for determining the orientation o f the vehicle in respect 

to the camera. Sonars provide height estimation. Author claims that the algorithm is 

lightweight and robust to different lighting conditions. Accuracy is not reported. 

Best known for its application in augmented reality (AR), fiducial markers may be 

successfully employed for the landing problem. The most prominent works regarding 

fiducial markers are (FIALA, 2005) (ARTag) and (OLSON, 2011) (AprilTag), which define 

a fiducial mark as a low payload pattern that must be accurately detected and localized 

even at low resolution images. Both works employ complex and robust techniques to 

achieve low false positive rate against different lighting conditions. Fiala (2005) uses 

digital coding thcory, check sum and forward error correction to distinguish up to 2002 

tags. Details of ARTag are not public. In (OLSON, 2011) , a line detector resorting to a low 

pass filter and image gradient computation is designed. Then, a graph is built, where the 

vertices are the pixels and the edges the gradient difference between the linked pixels. The 

graph is sorted and clustered according to its gradient for line identífication. T he next 

task consists in detecting the 4-síded shape line segments, which the authors solves using 
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depth search. After that, authors solves the Perpesctive-n-Point (PnP), which consists 

in computing the 3D pose of the camera from a set of n 2D points. This problem can be 

solved using homography matrix. Both works focus more in the detection problem, than 

pose estimation. Accuracy is not clearly reported. 

Table 3 summarizes the main characteristics of each work. Notice that the update 

rate is not a good measurement for performance as it depends on the image resolution 

and processing power. Both evolved dramatically over the years. 

Table 3: Landmark based solutions review. A slash (-) indicates the field was not 
found/available or does not apply. 

Work Do F 
Accuracy Processing 

Processo r 
U AV 

Tcchniques 
Transl Rot time tcsts 
(em) (deg) (ms) 

(SAT.O: AGGARWAL, 1997) 6 - - - - No Conic theory 

(YANG: TSAI, 1998) 6 2 660 
Pentium 

No 
Vanishing point 

-
166 MHz detection 

(!:<HAH,J>; Sl-IAKEHNlA; SASTRY, 2001) 6 5 5 <30 
Pentium 

Yes PnP 
233 MHz 

(SHAI<ERNIA <'t 1\l., 2002} 6 7 4 <10 
Pentium 

Yes Multiple views 233 MHz 
(SAfllPALLI; MONTCOMERY; SUKHATME, 2003} 4 - - <10 - Yes Reprojection 

(SAniPALLI; SUKIIATME, 2()0:~) 4 - - < 10 - Ycs 
Reprojcction and 

Kalmnn filtcr 

(MERZ: DURANTt CONTE, 200G) 6 1 <50 
Pcntium lll Ycs PnP -

700 MHz 

(LANCE; Sl iNDEHHAllF; PHOTZEL, 2009) 3 5 <40 
Pentum IV 

YPs 
Conic theory and 

-
2.4 Gr!z Rcprojcction 

(EBERLI rt ~ti., 2011)) 3 6 16 
Pentium M 

Ycs 
Conic thcory and 

-
1.86 GHz Reprojection 

(YANG: S('H'EREH: 7.ELL, 2012} 6 4 4.8 18 - Yes 
Conic theory and 

Reprojection 
(m 0\lAl'\, 2013) 3 - - <35 - Yes Reprojcction 

5.2.2 Optical Flow 

Optical flow is the apparent motion of image patches (dense methods) or points (fea

tures methods) between consecutive image frames. Optical fiow has been adopted by 

MAV roboticists in different applications, including: 

O Landing on high-texture platforms (RUFFIER; FR.,;-\.NCESCHINI, 2004), (HERISSé et ai., 

2012); 

O Lightweight low levei strategy for stabilizing the quadrotor when a high levei frame

work running on-board or off-board fails, e.g. GPS-based localization and visual 

simultaneous localization or rnapping (WEISS et. al., 2012), ( GRABE; BüLTHOFF; GIOR

DAl'JO, 20 12b); 

O Obstacle avoidance (ZUFFEREY; FLOREANO, 2005). 

In (RUFFIER; FRANCESCHINT, 2004), authors assume that the camera optical axis is 

perpendicular to the ground throughout the entire flight. This is motivated by the fact 
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that optical fiow is maximized when the point being observed lies in a plane perpendicular 

to the image plane. The algorithm is applied to a tethered rotorcraft. Herissé et al. (2012) 

de-rotate the estimated average optical fiow using angular velocity provided by an IMU. 

A PI nonlinear controller assures hovering and landing capabilities on a moving platform. 

Authors address a formal proof of the system stability. However, experiments show that 

the height of the vehicle oscillates. Authors suggest that computational delay does not 

allow high gains that would guarantee asymptotically stability. The results are valid as 

long as the platform does not rotate. 

Grabe, Bülthoff e GiOI·dano (2012b) developed a closed-loop velocity control using 

optical fiow. Their framework is built on top of continuous homography constraint, which 

assumes constant camera motion and that tracked points lie in a single plane. Experi

ments show that de-rotating the optical fiow greatly improves its performance. However, 

estimating the normal plane using the gravity vector reported by the accelerometer has no 

major impact. The former work is further extended in (GRABE; BüLTHOFF; GIORDA.l~O, 

2012a), which lifts the planar structure constraint. Planarity measurements determine 

whether a new point should be incorporated to the dominant plane or not. Then, optical 

flow is computed taking into consideration points that belong to the dominant plane. 

WE>iss et al. (2012) proposed a speed estimation module based on the optical fiow of 

at least two features. The module has many capabilities: sensor self-calíbration, SLAM 

initialízation and works as fall back solution when SLAM fails. The 8-point algorithm 

(LO.:JGUET-HIGGINS, 1987) is reduced based on IMU angular speed and the assumption 

that the camera trajectory is smooth, i.e. continuous. An EKF framework incorporates 

optical flow normalized estimated velocity and IMU data to recover the unknown scale 

facto r, as well as senso r calibration (biases and drift). 

The main difference between previous methods are how each method recovers the 

optical flow from the 3D geometry of the scene. According to the epipolar geometry, a 

essential matrix, denoted E, describes a rotation anda translation: 

E= S(t)R, (lO) 

where t E JR3 is the translation and R E SE(3) the rotation matrix between two con

secutive frames. Since the translation vector can be recovered up to a scale, it is a 

5-DoF problem. There are well known solut ions to :find the essential matrix, such as 

the eight-point or the five-point algorithm (MA ct <~L, 2003). The minirnum number of 

point correspondence required decreases when additional information is known a priori, 

e.g. rotation between frames. These algorithms are usually employed in a RANSAC 

scheme (FISCHLER; BOLLES, 1981; NISTÉR, 2005). RANSAC is a probabilistic method 

that effectively removes outliers, í.e. wrong point correspondences. 

The homography matrix H is a degenerated case for points that lie in the same plane in 

the 3D world. It describes the relation between corresponding points in different frames, 
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such that points in frame { 1} can be projected in to frame {O} accordingly: 

(11) 

The minimal solution requires four point correspondences. A famous solution is the Direct 

Linear Transformation (DLT) algorithm. Similarly to the essential matrix, minimum 

number of points can decrease if information is known a priori. For more information 

about epipolar geometry, essential and homography matrix, the reader is referred to (l\lA 

dai., 2003) and (HARTLEY: ZISSER!\lAN, 2004). Finally, notice that optical flow estimates 

velocity, thus, position estimation purely based on optical flow is prone to drift. 

5.3 Proposed Solution 

In this work, motion control and state estimation tasks are independently addressed. 

This is not a requirement for autonomous landing, but for aforementioned reasons it 

was the chosen strategy. In that context, there is a preference for landmark-based ap

proaches. However, the landmark may not be visible throughout the entire landing pro

cedure. Therefore, optical flow continuously provide velocity measurements. 

5.3.1 Landmarks 

Four different lanctmark strategies hased on the literature review were implemeutect 

and compared. Landmarks are shown in Fig. 13. The methods herein addressed may 

be divided in the following steps: 1) image pre--processing, 2) segmentation and 3) pose 

estimation. (Fig. 14) 

HOO 
Figure 13: Modified H, circular and proposed landmark. 

The pre-processing step consists in achieving a binary image from a gray scale 

image. The simplest strategy is setting a fixed threshold value. However, this method 

is not immune to changes in lighting. The OpenCV library offers an adaptive threshold 

method. Each pixel is classified based on the average or the weighted sum of the pixels 

contained in a sliding window. This method is considerably heavy beca use the a ver age 

tmage r-------, 
_____.. P . 5 t . P E . t" Pose re-processmg - egmen at1on - ose st1ma 1on -

I~ 

Figure 14: Perceptíon algorithm pipeline 
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intensity value is computed for each pixel neighborhood. The solution adopted in this 

work consists in subdividing the image in n-regions (partitions) and computing the average 

pixel value for each region. Pixels are classified in respect to the average intensity of its 

containing region. The number of partitions is a function of the length of the region of 

interest. However, once the landmark is correctly detected, n is set to 2. This choice is 

adequate because most landmarks are almost symmetric. Once the landmark is detected, 

the image is cropped. See algorithm 2 for more details. Experimental results show that 

limiting the search into a region of interest significantly improves the processing time. 

A lgorit hm 2 Grayscale to black and white image 

1: Initialize: n, rows , cols, C 
2: p_ rows f- rows/n 
3: p_cols f- cols/n 
4: loop w f- O t o n 
5: loop k f- O to n 
6: 7r ComputP m·f'rnP,<' pix<·l intPll:-.it\ anel t lm·slt \·altw for <'lllTPllt partit ion 

7: sum f- O 
8: loop i f- w * p_rows to (w + 1) * p_ rows 
9: loop j f- w * p_cols to (k + 1) * p_cols 

10: sum +- sum + grayl mg(i, j) 
11: end loop 
12: end loop 
13: avg f- sumj(p_ rows * p_cols) 
14: thres V al f- avg - C 
15: 1Á ,\pply tlu(':-.ltold lo cu1 n•11t Ílltal!,l' pat<"h 

16: loop i f- w * p_ rows t o ( w + 1) * p_rows 
17: loop j f- w * p_cols to (k + 1) * p_ cols 
18: bwl rng(i, j) +- grayl mg(i, j) ~ threshVal 
19: end loop 
20: end loop 
21: end loop 
22: end loop 

The segmentat ion step aims at extracting meaningful information from an image. 

First, contours of each image blob1 are extracted. The distortion model described in (.-!) is 

applied for these contours points to ta.ke lens distortion into consideration. Then, a set of 

dynamic and invariant characteristics, called descriptor, is extracted from each contour. 

The invaria.nt component encampasses Hu moments, normalized a.rea and normalized 

sha.pe. The dynamic component includes the geometric center of the blob, its diagonal 

length, orientation and pixel area. The dynamic set is employed once the target ha.s been 

detected. It is subject to changes a.ccording to the point of view a.nd distance from the 

target. Mea.nwhile, the invariant set is used throughout the entire operation for detecting 

the target. It is less variant to the point of view and distance from the target. 
1 A blob is a set of connected pixels that share cornrnon characteristics, e.g. color or intensity value 
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For the sake of símplicity, consider that the landmark lies in the origin of the world 

frame {liV}, as shown in Fig. 15a. The pose estimation step recovers the pose ofthe cam

era in respect to the landmark ~c. The segmentation step provides the geometric center 

of the landmark projection described in the image frame (uL , v L). Using homogeneous 

coordinates, this point can be reprojected in the camera frame using the inverse of (3): 

where K is the int rinsic parameter matrix and cn = [xc, Yc, 1] is the normalized vector 

that describes the position of the landmark in the camera frame. Suppose roll, pitch and 

yaw angles are known, e.g. previously computed or provided by an externai sensor. Then, 

the tra.nslation from the camera to the world frame, up to a sca.le, is: 

n = [:: = -RcK -' [~l]. 
where Rc is the rotation matrix that comprises roll, pitch and yaw angles (see (G)). Let 

dpixel be the length of the landmark diagonal in pixels, d the known diagonal length in 

rneters and f the focal length in pixels. Then, the scale À is given by: 

À = _d_ L. 
dpixel n3 

Now, the pose Çc can be described using a transformation matrix Te: 

T. = [Rc t{ c}] 
c o 1 , 

a b 

Figure 15: Landmark projection in the irna.ge plane (a.) . In particular, projection of circle 
in to an ellipse (b) 
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where 

(12) 

Strategy I - Modified H 

This strategy is inspired in the work by Saripalli, f\ hmtgomt>f,\ (' Sukhat llH' (2003). 

However i11stead of usiug a 'H' character, it employs a modified H. The horizontal bar is 

moved upward. The asymmetric pattern allows computing the camera orientation '1/J in 

respect to the target from ( -1r, 1r], while using a symmetric shape gives orientation from 

(0, 1r]. It assumes the camera is always facing downward, parallel to the target plane. 

Strategy II - Modified H (IMU) 

This is very similar to Strategy I, but it employs IMU data. Consequent ly, it does not 

assume that the camera is parallel to the landmark, but that it is attached to the quadrotor 

instead. The roll and pitch angle inputs provide a more consistent transformat ion from 

the camera frame to the landmark frame. 

Strategy III - Circle (IMU) 

Resorting to a circular landmark, this strategy is based on the work developed in 

(YANG; SC'HERER; ZELL, 2012) and (EBERLI 1'1 ai. , 2010). Once the contours of the pro

jected ellipse have been detected, they are de-rorated. Then, major and minor axes of the 

ellipse are computed. Elwrli <'t al. (2010) employ coordinates of the outer and inner circle 

centers to disambiguate among the possible solutions. However, this 5-DoF algorithm 

performs rather poor when the image plane is almost perpendicular to the landmark. 

Therefore, IMU roll, pitch and yaw angles are fed as input for the pose estimation sys

tem. 

Figure 1 Gh shows visually the projection of a circle into an ellipse when the image plane 

is not parallel to the circular landmark. The scale can be obtained from the signature of 

the circle: 

where r is the radius of the circle, a and b are the major and minor axis of the ellipse, 

respectively. The estimated position p is obtained using (1 2). However, this time, the 

estimated height is z = À. 
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Strategy IV - Proposed (IMU) 

The proposed landmark (see. Fig. 13) exploits the advantage of the circle (precise 

translation estimation) and non-symmetric shapes like the modified H-pattern (precise 

orientation estimation). When searching for the blob, a contour hierarchy is built. There

fore, the searching problem limits to finding one of the patterns (faster) or both (slower, 

but theoretically more robust to false positive) . 

5.3.2 Optical Flow 

The optical fiow solution derived in this work is based on the continuous homography 

matrix. When the depth difference between points is much smaller than the distance 

between the points and the camera, the a.ssumption that points lies in a single plane is 

less punitive. This holds for quadrotors fiying at high altitudes with a downward looking 

camera. In addition, although not implemented in this work, a RANSAC scheme can 

be employed to pick a dominant plane. The proposed solution is inspired on ( GRAI3E: 

I3üLTHOFF; GIORDANO, 2012b). The algorithm pipeline is show in Fig. 16. 

The first step is extracting features from an image frame. Features are salient regions 

such as a comer or a patch around it . There are many feature extractors available, e.g. 

SIFT (LüvVE, 2004), FAST (HOSTEN; PORTER; DRUMMOND, 2010), and ORB (GALVEZ

LóPEZ; TARDOS, 2012). The proposed solution employs the lightweight Shi-Tomasi feature 

detector2 (SHI; TO~IASI, 1994), which is computational cheaper than the aforementioned 

feature extractors. The Shi-Tomasi detector computes the correlation matrix, also lmown 

as structure tensor, that describes the intensity of pixels in a patch. Eigenvalues of the 

correlation matrix are computed and analysed whether the minimum eigenvalue is above 

a user-defined threshold or not. The threshold defines what is a good feature. Each 

feature is associated to a pixel coordinate, which is further refined using interpolation3 . 

Pixel coordinates are undistorted using ( 4). 

The next step is finding features correspondences between two consecutive image 

frames. In general, optical fiow resort to tracking, rather than matching. Matching re

quires a good descriptor, which can be computational expensive. A famous and widely em

ployed feature tracking algorithm is the Luca.s-Kanade Tracker (LKT)'1 (LUCAS; KANADE, 

1981). The LKT algorithm assumes small displacement between consecutive frames, such 

that search for corresponding features can be restricted to a region around the previous 

coordinate the feature was detected. Moreover, LKT assumes pixels around a feature 

have the same fiow. Thus, the problem is posed into an over constrained algebraic form 

and solved in a linear least square sense. The method becomes more robust considering 

multiple resolution of the image, i.e. pyramids. 

20penCV function goodFeaturesToTrack 
3 0penCV function cornerSubPix 
4 0penCV function calcOpticalFlowPyrLK 
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frame 
~ 

IMU I 
~ ang. veloclty'j' 

~ 

Figure 16: Continuous homography optical flow pipeline 

Suppose a reasonable number of features were detected and tracked. Let e x , c p E IR.3 

be a 3D scene point and its associated tracked feature described in the camera frame, i.e. 

ex= .Àcp. Also, let cv,c w E JR3 be the point linear and angular velocity, respectively. 

The apparent velocity of ex due camera motion is: 

ex_ = S(cw )cx + c v 

Cx_ = ).Cp + .Àcp, 

(13) 

(14) 

where c p is the known optical flow given by the LKT anel. the camera intrisic parameters. 

The homography const raint a~sumes ali 3D points belong to the same plane, a dis

tance d from the camera. Let n E S2 be the orthonormal vector that describes the 

plane that contains the features. Then, by simple projection it is known that nr ex = d. 

Therefore (13) can be manipulated such that : 

Cx_ = S(cw)cx +c v 1, 

. 1 ex= S(cw)c x + cvdnT ex, 

ex_= (S (cw) + cv~nT)cx , 

ex_= H ex 
' 

where H E IR.3x3 is called continuous homography matrix. Now, isolating the known 

optical fiow in ( 14): 

c . 
C · x .Àc 

P = T - -:\ p , 
c . 

c . H x .Ãc 
p = -.À- - -:\ P: 

c p = H c p _ ~cp , 

multiplying both sides by the skew-symmetric matrix S(0 p ): 
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a.nd since for any vector S(x)x =O, the former equation yield the continuous homography 

constraint (GRABE; BüLTIIOFF; GIORDANO, 2012a): 

(15) 

where both the optical flow (cp) and point coordinate (cp) are known. The homography 

matrix can be computed from (15) using a 4-point algorithm. A DLT algorithm following 

(:MA et al., 2003) was implemented5 . The algorithm is not discussed here. The continuous 

homography matrix encodes the velocity of the camera: 

(16) 

As long as the transformation from IMU to the camera is known, the angular velocity 

of the camera can be assumed to be known a priori. Thus (16): 

1 
H- S(cw) = cvdnr, 

H= cv~nT d ) 

where fi E JR3x 3 is the derotated continuous homography matrix. Since ~n CvT = fiT, 

the unit normal vector n spans the matrix fi and can be straight forward recovered from 

thc singular value decomposition fi = U~VT as the first column of V. Assuming the 

camera is facing downward and the 3D points lies in the ground, the sign ambiguity can 

be solved forcíng Nz to be positive. Now, the linear velocity can be obtained up to a scale 

factor d: 

cv -
d=Hn. 

The vehicle velocity can be obtained transforming C v from the camera frame {C} to 

the body frame {B}. The scale can be given by the user and then propagated by the 

optical flow estimation, or, more robustly, provided by an externai sensor, e.g. sonar. 

5.3.3 Extended Kalman Filter 

In the previous Sections two sources of state estimation were addressed: landmarks 

and optical flow. This Section presents a data fusion framework for combining both 

sources in a statistical fashion, namely an Extend Kalman Filter (EKF). 

The Kalman filter was first proposed by Kalrnan (1960) and it is further explored in 

(THRUN; BURGARD; FOX, 2005). In particular, EKF approximates a nonlinear system to a 

linear system using a first-order Taylor polynomial expansion. This work takes advantage 

of the ROS package robot_localization (MOORE; STOUCH, 2014). Thus, instead of deriving 

5DLT is irnplemented in labrom_optical_ fl.ow::continuous_ homography class. 
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the equations and proving solution convergence, the remainder of this Section focuses on 

explaining the role that covariance matrices play on the solution convergence. Before 

going any further, the reader is introduced to the process model and measurement modeL 

The process model is defined as: 

where f(.) is the 3D nonlinear kinematic model of the vehicle and w the normally dis

tributed process noise. The measurement model is given by: 

where z is the measurement, h the function that maps the current state into a measure

ment, and v the normally distributed measurement noise. 

There are two main steps in EKF: prediction and update. The prediction is clone 

using the process model and it is also called state propagation. When acceleration is not 

known, it is assumed the constant velocity modeL The prediction step follows: 

(17) 

and the associated estimate error covariance P, given by the unccrtainty propagation law: 

(18) 

where F is the Jacobian of f(.) and Q the process noise covariance. In the prediction 

step, the uncertainty grows unbounded, i.e. estimation is less reliable ovcr time. In the 

update step, the filter incorporates measurements from sensors: 

(19) 

where K is the Kalman gain, which can be algebraically obtained as: 

(20) 

where H is the Jacobian of h(.) and Ris the measurement covariance. 

In a broad sense, the Kalman filter is a low pass filter. In (19), K determines the belief 

on new measurements. If K is large, state is greatly modified by income measurements. 

This may lead to large discontinuities in state estimation when crror is large. However, if 

K is low, new measurements do not have a major impact in current estimation, leading to 

smoother state estimation. The process covariance matrix Q and measurement covariance 

R determines the optimal Kalman gain computed in (20). If Q is large, that is the process 

is highly uncertain, P is large. Consequently, K is also large and new measurements have 

a large weight. If R is low, that is new measurements are accurate, then K is also large. 
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In general, estimation uncertainty decreases when update is an absolute measurement, 

e.g. landmark or GPS. However, dueto low sensor rate and processing time, update step 

runs at low rates. Meanwhile, prediction can be done at high frequencies. Thus, uncer

tainty increase in between update steps. In this work, iner t ia l data and optical flow 

provide acceleration and velocity estimation continuously at 25 Hz during the prediction 

step. Meanwhile, landmarks - Apriltag due to its low false positive rate - are used 

during the update step at low frequencies (around 2 Hz) and discontinuously. 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

This chapter presents results collected in simulation and real world environment. Mo

tion control results using ground truth is discussed in Section 6.1 . Then, state estimation 

results are presented in Section 6.2. Finally, with both motion control and state estima

tion independently validated, closed loop visual take-off, hovering and landíng is shown 

in Section 6.3. The simulation was extensively employed for debugging and testing. How

ever, for the sake of simplieity, the simulat ion results are briefiy presented. Focuses is 

given to results collected with the Crazyfiie quadrotor. Data are reported with respect 

to the world frame, unless otherwise stated. Results are described in terms of root mean 

square error (RMSE) and standard deviation. 

6.1 Motion Control 

6.1.1 V-REP 

V-REP simulation results for take-off, way-point navigation and landing routines are 

illustrated in Fig. 17. While the vehide lies at the origin, a take-off request is issued. At 

t = 5 s, take-off finishes and the vehicle stabilizes (see Fig. 17c) . Few seconds later the 

vehicle receives a waypoint request r d = [2.0, 2.0, 0.6, 0.0]. The waypoint request time is 
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Figure 17: Take-off, navigation and landing results in simulation: x (a), y (b), z (c) axes 
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represented by the blue line. The horizontal error exponentially converges to zero. There 

is a small overshoot, which is usually acceptable for quadrotors applications. At t = 22 s, 

the quadrotor receives a soft land command (green line) . The quadrotor descends with 

constant velocity until the minimurn allowable fiight altitude (zmin = 0.1 m) is detected. 

Notice that there is no velocity controller. However, a virtual target that moves with 

constant downward speed has a similar effect iu a well tuned system. 

6.1.2 Crazyft.ie and Optitrack 

Take-off and hovering performance is shown in Fig. I 8. The vehicle lies on the ground 

and receives an order to take-off and hover at point p = [O, O, O. 75]T During take-off 

thrust increases until quadrotor is above 0.1 m. The vehicle drifts on the x-axis (Fig. 18a) 

more than on the y-axis (Fig. lRh). T he main reason for that is the non-uniform weight 

distribution: markers are placed in symmetric positions along the y-axis such that the 

weight is well balanced; in the x-axis markers weight distribution is not symmetric. The 

overshoot in the z-axis was a desired behaviour to quickly overcome ground effect. RMSE 

w.r.t . hovering position was 0.03±0.02 m (x-axis), 0.04±0.03 m (y-axis), and 0.05±0.03 m 

(z-axis) . The integrative component of the controller assures robustness against model 

uncertainty, i.e. weight distribution. Fig. 18c shows the measured thrust over time. The 

thrust measurement is a mapping from the P\VM: input. During take off, there is a thrust 

peak (almost 0.36 N). Afterwards, thrust seems to slowly increases. However, what is 

observed is motors PWM input increasing, rather than the thrust. This is due to the 

integrative component of the PID, which compensates for battery discharge - as battery 

discharges, motors drain more current to generate same amount of thrust. Fig. l~d shows 

the vehicle behaviour in the x-y plane during hover. 
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Figure 18: Crazyfiie take-off and hovering. View from x-z plane (a), y-z plane (b) and 
measured thrust (c) . x-y plane view when quadrotor has stabilized (d). 

Once the vehicle is airborne, four waypoints corresponding to the vertices of a square 

are sent to the mission planner. Fig. 19a shows waypoints in red circles and robot tra

jectory. Waypoints are at tbe same height (zd = 0.6 m) and automatically change once 
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Figure 19: Crazyfl.ie waypoint navigation. Waypoint as red circles in a top-view perspec
tive (a). Reference and robot position for the x (b), y (c) and z (d) coordinates. 

the vehicle is less than 0.1 m away. The vehicle travels at almost constant height (see 

Fig. 19b) . The assessed RMSE on the z-axis is 0.05 ± 0.02 m. Fig. Hk, I9d depict the 

set-point and vehicle position in x, y axes during waypoint navigation. There is some 

overshoot, which can be improved tuning controller parameters if accuracy rather than 

speed is required. 

Tracking performance was evaluated using a virtual target that moves around a circle 

at constant angular speed w = 2n~. Fig 20a shows the evolut ion of the target and vehicle. 

The vehicle begins at the origin of the circular pat tern and converges to the circle keeping 

an offset from tht> target . Fig. 20h shows the tracking error after a long run, i. e. vehicle 

distance to the target . The assessed tracking RMSE is 0.42 ± 0.07 m. 
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Figure 20: Crazyflie tracking a virtual target that moves in a circular pattern (a). Tracking 
error (b) 

Finally, but not least, the landing performance is assessed. A total of 13 landing 

trials were carried out . The vehicle is hovering O. 75 m away from the desired landing si te 

when the landing command is issued. First , the horizontal error is minimized as shown in 

Fig. 2la, 2lb. Once the distance to the landing site is smaller than 0.1 m, the descending 

phase takes place. Fig. 21 h shows that for two attempts the vehicle had to abort the 
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Figure 21: Crazyfiie landing evaluation for 13 trials. x-z axes (a), y-z axes (b) profile 
w.r.t. to landing origin, and landing error (c). Dashed lines correspond to horizontal 
error vehicle must be within to descend. 

descending pha.se to correct the horizontal erro r. Motors thrust decrease in an open loop 

fashion when markers are 0.1 m above the ground - CG of markers is approximately 

0.03 m above motor mounts. Fig. 2lr depicts the final error measured after the vehicle 

touches the ground. RMSE is 0.08 ± 0.02 m . 

6.2 State Estimation 

6.2.1 V-REP 

6.2.1.1 Landmark 

In addition to the four strategies discussed in Section ii .a. 1, the ROS wrapper for 

AprilTag (\\'lLLS, 2014) was also evaluated. Each solution was tested using a set of 

aggressive landing approaches as described in Table -!. As show in Fig. 22a, results for 

modified H without IMU estimation are poor because the assumption that the image 

plane is parallel to ground is weak. When IMU data aids estimating the camera angle 

performance for x, y-axis has a major improvement. Camera altitude estimation, that is z

axis, is better when taking in to consideration conic theory ( circle a.nd proposed la.ndma.rk) 

and the PnP formulation (AprilTag). Although AprilTa.g does not perform well for x , y-

Table 4: Agressive landing description, period T = 10 s and radius of trajectory R= 0.1 
m. Translation described in world fra.me. 

Translation Rotation Description 

X=O 4J = -20 cos 27f f t 
Rota.ting a.nd varying roll and 

y = O e = -2o cos 21r ft 
pitch angles in closed trajectory 

z = 1. 2 + sin ( 2 * 1r f t) '1/J = 2Jrft 
while moving the camera up and 

down in respect to la.ndmark 
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Table 5: Landmak RMS error and processing time evaluation in simulation. 

Strategy IMU RMS Error Processing time (ms) 
x (em) y (em) z (em) yaw {dcg) Min Avcragc Max 

Modified H (I) No 36.5 29.7 17 5.9 0.5 2.8 10.6 
Modified H (11) Yes 0.4 0.2 8 5.3 0.5 2.5 10.6 

Circle (111) Ycs 0.7 0.6 3 - 0.4 1.4 8.9 
Proposed (IV) Ycs 0.4 0.4 3 4.8 0.5 1.5 9.4 

AprilTag No 9.5 11.3 2 1.6 75.4 87.0 156.0 

a.xis transla.tion estimation, it does perform slightly better than other methods for z-axis 

and yaw angle estimation. 

Processing time is also eva.luated. Notice that processing time is a function of the 

number of pixels being processed. After the landmark has been detected, the analysis 

takes into considerat ion a region of interest around the last position the landmark was 

observed. The more pixels a landrnark occupies in an image, the slower is the algorithm. 

This is valid for the implementations herein devised, as shown in Fig. 221>. The peak time 

occurs around 7.5 s, when the camera is the closest to the landma.rk. AprilTag presents an 

almost constant processing time during the entire scenario, which is eonsiderably slowcr 

when contrasted to other methods. Fig. 22c puts in perspective maximum, average and 

minimum processing time. In average, AprilTag is about 30 times slower than the other 

strategies. Results are summarized in Table 5. The proposed solutions show the best 

overall performance. T he downside on the proposed solution was the false positive rate 

experienced in experiments, which was eonsiderable higher than the one experienced for 

AprilTag. 
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Figure 22: Landmark evaluation in simulation. RMSE error (a) , processing time over 
time (b) and processing time bar graph (c). 

6.2.1.2 optical ftow 

The continuous homography optical fiow algorithm was tested using a trajectory as 

shown in Fig. 23a. The vehicle starts 0.5 m above the ground and rises until 1 m. 

While t ranslating on both horizontal axes and rotating. Fig. 23b shows the processing 
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Figure 23: V-REP optical flow t=>valuation. Vehicle trajectory (a) and processing time (b). 

time and number of features. The average processing time is 12 ± 3.4 ms. Taking into 

consideration iterations that provided a valid estimation, maximum processing time is 

23 ms and the minimum is 7 ms. Processing time peaks occur when the number of features 

drops below the minimum value - 40 features in this example - and new features have to 

be extracted from the image. Algorithm performance is shown in Fig. 24. As explained 

in Sec. 5.3.2, optical flow estimates linear velocity up to an unknown factor - depth of the 

scene. The scale can be recovered using a sonar sensor or a previous known landmark. 

In our experiments, ground truth is employed. Results show that velocity estimation 

quickly converges. Discontinuity on the estimation are removed using a first order low 

pass filter with cut-off frequency at 20 Hz. The measured RMSE was 0.005 ± 0.004 m/ s, 

0.004 ± 0.004 m/s and 0.012 ± 0.011 m/s for x, y and z-axes, respectively. 
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Figure 24: Optical fiow evaluation in simulation. Ground thuth (black), optical fiow 
estirna.tion (blue) and filtered optica.l flow estimation (red) for forward (a) , lateral (b) and 
vertical (c) vehicle speed. 

6.2.1.3 EKF - Data fusion 

The data fusion framework results are shown in Fig. 2G. The measurement covariance 

matrix were set using the standard deviations previously obtained. Apriltag was employed 
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Figure 25: EKF evaluation in simulation: inertial data, landmark and optical fiow data 
fusion. Top-view (a), estimation error (b) and estimation uncertainty (c). Vehicle travels 
at 0.3 mjs. Red ellipses denote associate uncertainty. 

in simulation because la ter it will be also used as the landmark in experimental tests. Since 

in simulation it is possible to have a large planar area, continuous homography optical 

fiow was test~d by mt>aus of a navigation task. T he tag was place at the world frame 

origin. The quadrotor flies around a square as shown in Fig. 25a in dotted lines, rotating 

90 degrees between every two corners of the square. At the beginning, the estimated 

altit ude error is large, but quickly drops (see Fig. 25b) . As the vehicle moves away from 

the origin, it loses track of the landmark. Consequently, the filter relies on optical flow 

estimation. Although uncertainty grows, estimation drifts at low rates. After a complete 

lap, both error and uncertainty drops as the vehicle re-detects the tag. The RMS error 

was 0.03 ± 0.02 m , 0.001 ± 0.01 m and 0.02 ± 0.01 m for the x, y and z-axes, respectively. 

6.2.2 Camera and IM U 

6 .2.2.1 Landmarks 

Landmarks evaluation with a handheld camera1 are shown in Fig. 26. Although not 

exactly the same, trajectories of the camera are very similar for the five methods. Height 

varies between O m to 1.5 m, motion was as smooth as possible and attitude angles 

were kept small. Fig. 26a illustrates the trajectory for the modified H landmark. Color 

brightness indicates height, from low (dark) to high (bright ). The results obtained for 

translation estimation (Fig. 26c - 2G<>) validate simulation tests. However, both modified 

H and the proposed method outperformed AprilTag in respect to yaw estimation. The 

estimatcd roll and pitch angles RMS error using AprilTag were 5 degree and 4.6 deg, 

respectively. Table () summarizes the results achieved in respect to RMS crror. Observing 

the recorded image data, it is possiblc to notice that the camera being used is highly 

plagued by motion blur, which deeply jeopardizes the pose estimation methods. 

1 Landmarks were evaluated with Vicon motion capture system and Philips SPC1030NC webcam. 
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Figure 26: Hand-held camera experiments. Results described in respect to world frame. 
The The color code follows the one described in Fig. 26a 

Table 6: RMS error for hand-held camera experiments 

Strategy IMU RMS Error 
x (em) y (em) z (em) yaw (deg) 

Modified H (I) No 7.0 7.74 2.26 5 
Modified H (11) Yes 2.1 2.5 1.7 4.9 

Circle (III) Yes 2.2 2.3 1.4 -
Proposed (IV) Yes 2.2 2.3 1.4 3.2 

AprilTag No 2.5 2.6 2.1 45.4 

6.2.2.2 Optical Flow /EKF - Data Dusion 

The Optitrack software does not estimate velocity and pose differentiation does not 

provide reliable velocity estimation due to noise. Thus, instead of testing optical flow 

separately, this Section discusses results for EKF fra.mework fed by optical fiow, landmark 

and inertial data. AprilTag was the selected landmark. Although slow, ít has a low false 

positive rate. 

The testing arena was cluttered and there was not much planar space available - a 

requirement for the continuous homography optical flow without domínant plane selection. 

Wíthin the available space, take-off, hover (at 0.75 m) and landing tests were conducted. 

The total time was approximately 40 s. Results are show in Fig. 27. The camera observes 

the landmark during the first 10 s. AprilTag process is intentionally halted, so that visual 

estirnation relies purely on optical flow. As show in Fig. 251> and Fig. 27c, both error 

and uncertainty grows. Before landing, Apriltag node is turned on. The error for the 
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40 

Figure 27: EKF evaluation for camera FXT98/IMU setup: inertial data, landmark and 
optical fiow data fusion. Top-view (a), estimatiou error (b), e::;timation uncertaiut:v (c). 
Vehicle simulates take-off, hovering and landing. At t= 20 s there is a discontinuity in the 
ground truth data. 

y-axis decreases, but the same behaviour is not followed by the other translational axes. 

Evaluated RMSE was 0.02 ± 0.02 m, 0.09 ± 0.04 m and 0.2 ± 0.10 m for the x, y and z

axes, respectively. The rneasurement covariance was set according to the values obtained 

in simulation. Most of the time, error was within covariance bounds. 

6.3 Visual Closed Loop Autonomous Landing 

Both motion control and state estimat ion have been independently validated in real 

world scenario in the previous sections. Now, closed loop system with visual feedback is 

evaluated for ta.ke-off, hovering and landing manoeuvres using the quadrotor a.nd FXT98 

camera kit. A total of five runs were done. Fig. 29 shows the top-view error w.r. t. to the 

landing target origin. N otice that estimated landing erro r was smaller than the assessed 

error using ground truth data. This is expected since estimation itself has an associated 

error. The RMS landing error was 0.17 ± 0.19 m and 0.15 ± 0.21 m for the x and y axes, 
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Figure 28: Vision-based landing for crazyfiie/ FXT98 - top view for 5 landing trials. As
signed numbers correspond to ground truth (a) and estimated landed position (b) across 
both images. 
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respectively. In the 5 trials, more than 5897 data points were collected. The RMS error 

during the entire fiight was 0.12 ± 0.06 m, 0.11 ± 0.09 m and 0.16 ± 0.16 m for the x , y 

and z-axes, respectively. The measurement covariance was infiated after previous tasks, 

such that about 0.3% of estimation were not within uncertainty bounds. 

The closed loop system is further analyzed in two specific scenarios. In the first 

scenario, the vehicle detects the landiug target throughout the entire flight , except when 

it is on the ground. Results are shown in Fig. 29. The vehicle manages to keep a constant 

altitude and the translation error bounded. The height estimation presents some rough 

changes which are motivated by discontinuities in the landmark pose estimation. In 

the second scenario, Fig. 30, the landmark detection node is killed soon after take off. 

The maiu differeuce between both scenarios - beside expected uncertainty growth and 

position drift due to accumulated error - is the lack of discontinuities. Optical fl.ow 

provides velocity estimation - a relative, rather than absolute measurement. 
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Figure 29: Crazyfl.ie autonomous take-off, hovering and landing evaluation with visual 
feedback. Landmark is visible throughout the entire fl.ight. Height (a) , estimation error 
(b) and estimation uncertainty (c). 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

This chapter concludes this document . Section 7.1 rema.rks the accomplishments 

achieved during this work. Then, Section 7.2 discusses future work. 

7.1 Remarks 

The la.nding problem of mini-UAV with quadrotor configuration unravels in two tasks: 

motion control and state estimation. 

The motion cont rol ta.sk ta.ckled in this work focuses on the kinem<1tic problem. A set

point controller based on feedba.ck linea.riza.tion a.nd PID control law assures the vehicle 

drives to a. desired spatial goal. The landing manoeuvre is solved by first driving the 

vehicle closer to the landing site, while keeping a constant altitude. Then, vehicle descends 

until minimum height is achieved. The descend phase can be interrupted if the horizontal 

error grows over a threshold. In this case, horizontal error must decrease before the vehicle 

descend once again. Using ground truth data as feedback, the evaluated RMS landing 

error was 0.08m. The set-point controller was also tested for waypoint navigation and 

tracking a virtual target. 

Vision sensors are the natural choice for solving the state estimation problem for 

landing manoeuvres. As long as there is enough light, a camera allows precise pose 

estimation in a variety of scenarios. There are two possible approaches concerning the 

landing site, namely based on landmarks and on highly textured flat regions. In this 

dissertation, landmark based technique was preferred. This solution allows to separate 

perception and motion control tasks in a clear fashion. Five methods for estimating the 

pose of the quadrotor in respect to a landmark were analyzed using simulated and real 

world data gathered with a hand-held camera. The proposed 4 DoF pose estimation 

method: which relies on a circular landrnark with an inner non symmetric shape, leads 

to the best results. It requires accurate angle measurements provided by an onboard 

IMU. The tests also showed that AprilTag (6 DoF) provides reliable pose estimations 

with low false positive rate. However, it is considerably slower. Since the la.ndmark may 
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be partially occluded or not within the field of view of the camera, optical fl.ow provides 

continuous velocity estimation. The technique implemented was accurate in simulated 

environment, but its performance could not be directly assessed with real world data. 

Finally, landmark, optical fl.ow and inertial data were fused in an Extended Kalman 

Filter framework. Experiments with a MAV shows that state estimation pipeline RMSE 

is 0.1 m. 

Both systems were independently validated using ground truth data. In practical 

experiments, using a small quadrotor and a miniaturized analog camera, the proposed 

visual closed loop system RMS landing error was 0.15 m. 

Code developed for this work can be downloaded from LabRoM GitHub repository 

at https: I /github. com/EESC-LabRoM/. Packages are documented using Doxygen. Use 

the launch file examples for writing your own customized launch. 

7.2 Future Work 

The packages developed can be improved in the following way: 

O optical flow: The planar scene constraint can be lift using an outlier rejection scheme 

that selects a dominant plane; 

O V-REP model: The virtual model can be an important contribution to the com

munity, specially for those who lack physical resources. Although available at the 

LabRoM repository, it has to be further documented, e.g. tutoriais; 

O Parameters: There is a thin line between a general solution that allows user to adapt 

a package to a specific problem and the curse of parameters tuning. A possible 

turnaround is automatic parameters tuning; 

O Onboard computer/ camera: The state estimation pipeline is light enough to be 

embedded on a onboard computer. Results should improve since delay introduced 

by analog to digital converter is significant; 

O Camera: The analog camera employed is very noisy. It would be interesting to test 

algorithms using a global shutter CMOS onboard. 
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